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Ragde Charge Installs EVBox Charging
Stations in an Effort to Develop Sustainable
Solutions for their Properties
EVBox has once again partnered with infrastructure installer, Caverion, to
implement EVBox charging stations at Ragde Eiendom properties in Oslo,
Norway. This installation is part of Ragde Charge’s new initiative to invest in
future electric mobility projects.

AMSTERDAM, October 20, 2022 — Five EVBox Troniq Modular charging stations—

ranging between 90 kW up to 240 kW—were installed in Oslo, Norway by property

management company, Ragde Eiendom. The site can charge up to ten cars at a time, and the

EVBox Troniq Modular charging stations are customized with the branding of Ragde Charge.

 

Ragde Charge is an entity within Ragde Eiendom, that establishes sustainable solutions on

Ragde properties to benefit society, tenants, and the company. Ragde Charge established

roaming payments at the charging site, so that every EV driver can pay with any third-party

solution without needing a specific charging app. After gaining more insights on customers

needs, Ragde Charge has decided to enable more EVBox Troniq Modular stations on their

properties throughout Norway.
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http://news.evbox.com/
https://evbox.com/en/ev-chargers/troniq-modular


Progressing Sustainable Solutions in the Nordics Region

Caverion, a reseller and installer partner with EVBox, supplied the modular charging stations to

the Ragde parking property. The installation project at the Ragde site is one of EVBox’s and

Caverion’s collaborations in expanding EV charging infrastructure throughout the Nordics

region. Both partners are continuing to advance their over a year-long partnership into future

endeavors of installing more EVBox charging solutions to meet the growing demands of EV

accessibility. Caverion in the meantime has acquired more EVBox Troniq Modular stations

which are planned to be installed throughout Norway. Already, Caverion has installed three

more EVBox Troniq Modular charging stations, each 120kW, 180kW and 240kW respectively,

at another Ragde Eindom property location in Trysil.

https://news.evbox.com/images/448022
https://www.caverion.com/


“We are very excited to be working with Caverion on this installation of our
EVBox Troniq Modular charging stations, and to see companies like Ragde
Eiendom invest in the future of sustainable mobility. We are looking forward to
a long-term relationship with Caverion in order to further the rollout of charging
stations in Norway, as both EVBox and Caverion share the same values of
creating smart and sustainable-built infrastructure solutions.”
— Geir Bjørnstad (Nordics Regional Director at EVBox)

“The demand for electric vehicles means that our future relies on the extensive
implementation of EV charging infrastructure. It is amazing that property
developers are looking into sustainable solutions and are increasingly
interested in offering tenants, clients and visitors charging opportunities. We
are proud to be chosen by Ragde Eiendom to do the job, installing EVBox
Troniq Modular charging stations at a number of properties in Norway.”
— Ove Kjelby (Sales Manager E-Mobility at Caverion)

https://news.evbox.com/images/448023


ABOUT EVBOX

Founded in 2010, EVBox empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by providing
flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its offering of residential, commercial and fast
charging stations, as well as scalable charging management software, EVBox ensures that electric mobility is
accessible to everyone. The company has shipped over 400,000 charging ports to customers and partners and
processes more than 1.4 million charging transactions per month on the EVBox Everon charging management
software. Backed by ENGIE, EVBox is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America
developing groundbreaking electric vehicle charging technology.

"As a real estate company, it is important for us to actively facilitate the change
towards a greener future. One of our main initiatives in this regard is to build
our own charging concept and infrastructure, and utilize synergies with our
property portfolio to create attractive locations for tenants and customers.
When choosing a vendor for our charging initiative, there was key selection
criteria for us that the vendor had a robust product and that they shared the
same enthusiasm and passion for sustainability— EVBox checked all boxes."
— Christoffer Pihl (Manager at Ragde Charge)

###

About Caverion
Our life is shaped by the environments we build around us. By making built environments

smart and sustainable, Caverion enables performance and people’s well-being. Caverion's

customers are supported by over 14,000 professionals in 10 countries in Northern and Central

Europe. Caverion's revenue in 2021 was approximately EUR 2.1 billion. Caverion’s shares are

listed on Nasdaq Helsinki. Caverion - Building

Performance www.caverion.com @CaverionGroup
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